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On the maximally overdetermined system 

 of linear differential equations (I)

    by 

M. KASHIWARA

INTRODUCTION

     The purpose of this paper is to present finiteness 

theorems and several properties of cohomologies of holomorphic 

solution sheaves of maximally overdetermined systems of linear 

differential equations. The proof relies on the finiteness 

theorem for elliptic systems due to T. Kawai  [4], as an 

analytic tool, and on the theory of stratifications of analytic 

sets introduced by H. Whitney [8] and [9], as a geometric tool. 

     Our goal is the following theorem. 

     Theorem (3.1) Let 7ft be a maximally overdetermined 

system on a complex manifold X and X=UXa be a stratification 

of X satisfying the regularity conditions of H. Whitney. 

If the singular support of 77Z is contained in the union of 

conormal projective bundles of strata, then the restriction 

of Exti (m, 0-X) to each stratum is a locally constant 
X sheaf of finite rank.
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     We mention that the introduction of differential operators 

 of  infinite order is indispensable when we analyie . more 

precisely, the structure of maximally overdetermined systems, 

but we leave this subject to the next paper and we restrict 

ourselves in the category of finite order differential operators 

in this paper. 

     As for notions on systems of differential equations, we 

refer Kashiwara [2] and Sato-Kawai-Kashiwara [6]. 

     We will list up the notations used in this paper. 

     Notations 

  X complex manifold 

  a~= X the sheaf of differential operators of finite  

             order on X 

: ac®herent iaX-Module 

OXthe sheaf of holomorphic functions on X, which 

              is a left coherent °ax-Module 

YIXa left d)X ModuleAi4(0-X) where d=codim Y 
   S2Xthe sheaf of holomorphic n-forms, which is a 

             right S X-Module if n=dim X 

Mreal analytic manifold 

IR the right derived function in the derived category 

f, the direct image by the map f with proper support..
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          §1. Finiteness theorem for elliptic systems 

     In this section, we recall the finiteness theorem for 

elliptic systems due to T. Kawai  [4]. 

     Let M be a real analytic manifold, X be its complexifica-

tion. We will denote by pOX the sheaf of differential operators 

of finite order. PeM is the restriction of 0DX to M. 

Let WZ be an elliptic system of differential equations on 

M, that is, the coherent 4M-Module whose singular support 

does not intersect with ITS*M = SMX. Let Q be a relatively 

compact open subset in M whose boundary is a real analytic 

hypersurface in M. The following theorem is due to T.Kawai 

[4]. 

     Theorem (1.1) If m is an elliptic system on M and 

if the system AZ20 induced from nt to the boundary M of S2 

is an elliptic system on Do, then 

Extb (i; m, tM) = Extpa (0;47,6'0 
MM 

are finite dimensional vector spaces (where aM (resp. ) 

is a sheaf of real analytic functions (resp. hyperfunctions) 

on M). 

     This theorem is not sufficient for our study of maximally 

overdetermined system. We must discuss on the invariantness 

of the cohomology group by the perturbation of domains. 

     Let {S2c}cE IRbe a family of relatively
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compact open subsets in M which have real analytic hyper-

surfaces as their boundaries satisfying the following properties 

(1.1)SZc S2cfor c1 >  c2 
          1 

(1.2)For any  co, 52c is a union of Qc where c runs 
                      0 

           over the set of all numbers strictly less than co.' 

(1.3)For any co, {Qc; c > co} is a neighborhood system 

         of the closure 17c.             c
0c0 

Theorem (1.2) Let {Qc} be a family satisfying the above 
conditions. If 772 and 7129Qare elliptic, then the 

                                    c restriction homomorphisms 

Extc • 7/2 OLM) Ext) ( S2c , , (tM) 
M~M 

are isomorphisms for c > c'. 

     Proof  

      Set Ec = Extz (SZc ; m, am). 

Then there is a canonical map Ei } Ei, if c > c'. Note 

the following lemma (we omit its proof). 

Lemma (1.3) Let {Vc}cER be a family of finite dimensional 

vector spaces parametrized by cER. For c > c', there 

are given the homomorphism pc,c: Vc i Vc, satisfying the 

following chain condition: 

(1.4.1)pc
ic2c2c3pcic2for cl< c2< c3 
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(1.4.2)pc  c=identity 

Moreover, they satisfy the following property of continuity 

(1.5.1) lim VcVfor any  co 

c <c0co 

(1.5.2) lim VcVfor any co 

c>c0co 

Then all p
c,c are isomorphisms. 

     By virture of this lemma, it suffices to show 

          lim E~ = E0                            lim Ec = E0. 
c>0c<0 

    Lemma (1.4) lim Ec= Eo 
c>0 

     Proof  

     Since m is elliptic and 7t'ZaQis elliptic, we have 
                                0 

It r (a c 0; IR r Z IR 74om> (7I2 , c M) I a sz
0)= 0 

by virture of Kashiwara-Kawai [3], where Z = M - Uo. 
It follows that 

lim HZ^v(V; IR ̀(772, am)) 

     = lim Ext'
nV(V;pl, oti3O 

         V 

     = 0 

where V runs over the neighborhood system of as-20. 

     There for 

lim Exti (Qc mod Q0; ~'IZ, 0LM) = 0 

c4,0 
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The long exact sequence 

...  Exti  (Q
cmod Q;,OL~,,~)Extl(Stc;772,OLM) 

      Exti (Q0;7,OlM).. . 

implies the desired result. Lastly, we will prove the following 

Lemma(1.5) lim Ei = Ei 
c 

c<0 

     Proof  

     Since Ei-1 is finite dimensional, {Ei-1}
c<0satisfies                                            c

the condition (ML). Therefore llim Ei = Ei(see [1]). 
• c<0 

                                                                       Q.E.D. 

     This completes the proof of Theorem (1.2). 

     We will apply Theorem (1.2) to the special case. 

     Let X be a complex manifold, h2 be a coherent 4X-Module. 

A real analytic submanifold N of X is said to be non 

characteristic with respect to 712 when the singular support 

of 772 does not intersect with the conormal bundle of N. 

     Theorem (1.6) Let {Qc}cER be a family of relatively 

compact open subsets of X with real analytic hypersurfaces 

as boundary satisfying (1.1), (1.2) and (1.3), m be a 

coherent 00X Module. Assume that the boundary DPc is non-
characteristic with respect to 771 . Then Ext1 (c ; m,a) 

are finite dimensional and all the restriction homomorphisms 
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       Ext~(S2c;~,0-x) Extz (S2c^ ;7I2, O`X) 
 XX 

are isomorphisms for c > c'. 

     Proof  

     We will consider X as real analytic manifold and  cY"X. 

be a solution of Cauchy-Riemann equation. We can take X x X 

as a complex neighborhood of X where X is the complex 

conjugate of X. 

    Then ax = lR em _()DX® C—; 4X) . 
XxX 

Therefore 

          Ext9
X(Stc;7TZ, 0-X) = Exty) (Q ;n®6X,(5X) . 

Since m® (7X is an elliptic system on X and ®aX 3S2 

c is also elliptic, the theorem follows from Theorem (1.1) and 

(1.2). 
                                                                        Q.E.D.
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                     §2. Finitistic sheaves 

     In order to clarify the main theorem of this paper, we will 

introduce the following notion. In this section, A is always 

 a  •commutative  enoetherian ring and sheaves are A-Modules. In 

the following sections we take C as A. 

     Definition (2.1) Let S be an analytic space, Fbe 

a sheaf on S. We will say that F is finitistic, if there 

is a stratification of S such that F is locally constant 

on each stratum and every stalk is an A-module of finite type. 

     It is evident that the category of finitistic sheaves is an 

abelian category, and if there is an exact sequence 

      0 F .> G > H —j 0 

of sheaves and two of them are finitistic, then so is the other. 

     If F and G are finitistic, then (F, G) is 

also finitistic. 

     Firstly, we will prove the following 

     Lemma (2.2) Let F be a sheaf on S, S=UX
a be a 

stratification which satisfies the regularity conditions of 

Whitney, and F is locally constant on each stratum. 

Then, for every x0 Xa, there is sufficiently small open 

neighborhood U of x0 such that 

F(U) ---> Fx 

is an isomorphism for every point x in Xa sufficiently 
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near  x0, and Hk(U, F)=0 for every k > 0. 

     Proof. 

     We choose a local coordinate. It is sufficient to show 

that any c-neighborhood of x0satisfies the condition of the 

lemma for any sufficiently small c. Let XS be an open 

stratum in the support of F and j be the inclution map. 

Then, 

0 ' j.(FIx )  F }Fls -X } 0 
1R 

is an exact sequence in a neighborhood of X
a. Since the 

support j,(FIX ) is contained in X and that of Fl 
aa1 

is contained in S-X13,we can assume that the support of F 

is concentrated onto only one stratum X13 dominating X. 

Then, if U is an c-neighborhood and x is a point in Xa 
sufficiently near x0, then V/1X1 is a deformation retract 

of U n X1 for sufficiently small open ball V with center 

x. It follows that Hk(U, F) h Hk(V, F), which shows this 

lemma.Q.E.D. 

     Lemma (2.3) Let S be an analytic set, F be a finitistic 

sheaf on S. Let W be the largest open set in S such that 

FIW is locally constant on W. Then T=S-W is an analytic 

subset of S with condimension >1. 

     Proof  

     It is evident that T is nowhere dense. So, it suffices 

to show that T is an analytic set. Let S=UXa be a 

stratisfication which satisfies the regularity conditions of 

Whitney of S such that F is locally constant on each 

stratum. It suffices to show that W n Xa#(1), then W contains 
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 X
a, because this implies that T is a union of strata. 

Since X
ais connected,it suffices to show that W n Xais 

a closed subset. Let x0be a cluster point of Wn X
ain Xa 

By the induction of codimension of strata, we may assume that 

W contains all strata dominating X
a, which implies that F 

is locally constant on U-X
a, where U is a sufficient small 

neighborhood Of x0. By the preceding lemma, we can assume 

that 

F(U)— F
x 

is an isomorphism for any x E X
asufficiently near x. Since 

F is locally constant on W, F
x is an isomorphism for 

some point x in W n X
a n U. It implies F is locally 

constant in a neighborhood of x0 because we can assume 

that UAX is connected for any stratum X . It implies 

that x0is contained in W.Q.E.D. 

     By using above lemmas, we can show that finitisticity is 

a local property. 

     Proposition (2.3) Let F be a sheaf on S. If there 

is an open covering of S such that F is finitistic on 

each over, then F is finitistic. 

     Proof  

     Let W be the largest open subset of S on which F 

is locally constant. Set T=S-W. T is a closed analytic 

set of S. Then, by the induction, we can assume that FIT 

is finitistic. Therefore F is finitistic. Q.E.D. 
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     We will introduce the following notion. 

     Definition (2.4) Let F be a sheaf on S. The stratifica-

tion S=UX
aof S is said to be regular with respect to F 

if it satisfies the regularity conditions of Whitney and F 

is locally constant on each stratum. • 

     We will prove that "finitisticity" is invariant under 

 "cohomology" . 

     Proposition (2.45) Let S=UXa be a stratification 

which satisfies the regularity conditons of Whitney, T be 

a closed analytic subset of S which is a union of strata 

and j be the inclusion map S-T (-i S . 

     Let F be a finitistic sheaf on S-T locally constant 

on any stratum. Then Rkjk(F) and Rkj,(F) are finitistic 

sheaves on S and locally constant on each stratum. Moreover, 

if S is a manifold and Z is a submanifold of S transversal 

to each stratum; then 

Rkj*(F) IZ = Rkj*(FIZ) 

Rkj, (F) lZ = Rkj, (FlZ) 

on Z. 

     Proof  

     By the long exact sequence 

Rkj,(F) -' Rkj*(F) - Rkj*(F) IT -~..... 
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it is sufficient to show the statement on the direct image. 

We can suppose without loss of generality that S is a 

manifold and the support of F consists of only one stratum 

X.Let Xa be the stratum contained in T and dominated 
by X.Let d be the codimension of  Xa' H be the sub- 
manifold of dimension d transversal to Xa. Since (Xr 
Xa) is locally isomorphic to ((XsnH) xXa,Xa) , Rkj * (F) IX 

a is locally constant. SinceXsn H is triangulated by 

finite cell, the stalk of Rkj*(F) is an A-module of finite 

type. 

(X /12, Z,-Xa) being local isomorphic to ((XnH) x 

(Z nXa) , Z nXa) , we obtain Rkj * (F) I Z = Rkj * (F I Z) . 

                                                                  Q.E.D. 

     As a corollary of this proposition we obtain the 

following 

     Proposition (2.6) If F is a finitistic sheaf on S 

and T is a closed analytic set in S, the )1T(F) is 
also a finitistic sheaf on T. More precisely, if S = UX a 

is a stratification of S regular with respect to F and 

T is a union of strata, then it is a stratification regular 

                     tf with respect of p+T(F) . 
     Proof  

     Let j be the inclusion map S-TC S. Then the exact 

sequences 
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 0  ÷  T(F) } F -' J*J -1F -' 7c T(F) i 0 

NT(F) = Rk 1JJ-lF(k > 1) 

and Proposition (2.5) implies the proposition. 

     In the same reasoning, we obtain the following 

     Proposition (2.7) Let X be a complex manifold Y be 

a submanifold, T be an analytic subset of X and F be a 

finitistic sheaf on X. Assume that there exists a stratifica-

tion of X regular with respect to F such that Y is 

transversal to each stratum and T is a union of strata, then 

T(F) IY T Y(FIY) . 

     Corollary (2.8) Under the assumption as above, the 

support of T(F) is a locally closed analytic set of 
codimension > k/2in S. 

     In fact, if Xa is a stratum of codimension < k/3 

we can take Y whose dimension < k/2. Therefore 

   kY(FIY) = 0 because the real dimension of Y is less 
than k.
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                  §3. Finiteness theorem for 

               maximally overdetermined system 

     Let X be a complex manifold of dimension n. We will 

show, in this section, the following main theorem. 

     Theorem (3.1) If is a maximally overdetermined 

system on X,  then,  (R,  O.X) are finitistic. 

     Remember that a maximally overdetermined system on X 

is, by the definition, a coherent Module whose singular 

support is of codimension n in P*X at each point in it. 

     From now, ft is always a maximally overdetermined system. 

     Firstly, we will discuss the Lagrangean analytic set. 

Lagrangean analytic set is by the definition the involutory 

analytic subset in P*X of dimension (n-1) (a fortiori, 

purely (n-1) dimensional). An analytic set of pure codimen-

sion n is Lagrangean if and only if the fundamental 1-form 

on P*X-vanishes on the tangent cone of it at any point 

(equivalently on the non singular lows). The singular support 

of a maximally overdetermined system is always Lagrangean. 

     Lemma (3.2) Let A be a Lagrangean closed analytic 

set in P*X. Then there is a stratification X=UXa of X 

satisfying the regularity conditions a) and b) of Whitney 

[ ] such that 

(3.1)A C UP* X 

a where PXX is the conormal projective bundle of Xa in X. 

           a 
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     Proof  

     Let  Tr be the projection from P*X onto X. Set X0 = 

X-Tr(A). X0is a dense open set in X because dimTr(A) 

is less than (n-1). Let X'1 a set of non singular 

point of Tr(A). Note the following fact. 

     Sublemma (3.3) Let A be a Lagrangean closed analytic 

set in P*X. Assume that Y = Tr(A) be a non singular set. 

Then A contains PYX and 7(A-PYX) is an analytic subset 

of Y with codimension >1. 

     Proof  

     The question being local in Y, we can assume that Y 

is defined by xi = ... = x
r = 0. Since A is involutory 

A is invariant by the infinitesimal transformation 

a/a 1, 3/Dr where is cotangent vector. Therefore 

A containes {(x,C); xi= ... =xr=0, Er+1= ... =En=0}, 

which equals to PYX. Since A-Pp is also Lagrangean, and 

A-PYX does not contain PYX, Tr(A-PYX) is not equal to Y. 

Q.E.D. 

     Set Al = A-PX,X,X1= Xi-Tr(A1). Then X = X0UX1UTr(A1). 

1 By the induction we define X, X! and Aj+1as follows. 

XI is a non singular locus of Tr(A). 

                       = A -PX,X Aj+1 

                    = X' - Tr (A
j +1) . Xj 

Then, since dim Xj is strictly decreasing, Xn+1= q), and 

therefore An=c1). It is clear that {X } is a stratification 
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of X and satisfies (3.1). By Whitney [ ], there exists a 

refinement of  {X.} which is a stratification satisfying 

the regularity conditions. It is evident that this stratifi-

cations satisfies (3.1). 

     We remark that the regularity condition (a) of Whitney 

is equivalent to say that UPX X is a closed analytic set 

a of P*X. Since the stratification which satisfies (3.1) 

appears frequently, we introduce the following notion. 

     Definition (3.4) Let Vt, be a maximally overdetermined 

system on X. The straticication of X is said to be 

regular with respect to t if it satisfies the regularity 

conditions a) b) of Whitney and the singular support of -

is contained in the union of the conormal projective bundle 

of strata. 

     Now we will prove the following refined form fo Theorem 

(3.1). 

     Theorem (3.5) Let M., be a maximally overdetermined 

system on X, X=UXa be a stratification of X which is 

regular with respect to n. Then Za (?2, 0-X) I X is a 
Xa 

locally constant C-Module of finite rank. 

     We will prove firstly the following preparatory lemma. 

     Lemma (3.6) Let x0be a point in Xa, and choose a 

local coordinate near x0. Then (x, (x-y)..) does not belong 

to SS M) for x EX, ye Xa such that lx-x0I<<1, I y-x0«1 
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and  x/y. (where x is the complex conjugate of x) 

     Proof  

     We may assume x E X where XS is a stratum whose 

closure contains X
a. If the lemma is false there is a 

sequence Xi3D xn and Xa a yn which converge to x0 and 

(xn,(xn-yn)co)ESS(ft). We may assume that (TX)xtends 

                                                         n to T and an(x n-yn) tends to a non zero vector v in T, 

where an is a sequence in X. By the assumption 

n(xn-yn)E (TXX)x,which is an orthogonal vector space of 

                    n (TX)x. It follows thatvbelongs in the orthogonal of 

      n T, which implies <v,v>=0. This is a contradiction. 

Q.E.D. 
     Now we can prove Theorem (3.5). Let x0 be a point in 

Xa. We chose a local coordinate of X such that x0is the 
origin and Xa is a vector space. Suppose that (x, (x-y)co) 

SS (n) for y E Xa, x c X such that x , y I <c, x/y. 

Setj(t,x,y) =Ix-(1-t)yI2- t2c2/2.Then ax 2(t,x,y) 0 

and 

             (x, ax `P(t,x,y)) SS(9TL) 

                       for 0<t<1, Iyl<c/2, .99(t,x,y)=0. 

It implies that the boundary of Qt ,y = {x; ,(t,x,y)<0} is 
non characteristic to 9)t. 

              Stt
l,yCStt2,yif tl< t2 

and Q1 
,y is independent ony. By Theorem (1.6), the 
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restriction homomorphism 

 Exti(S21
,7; `t, &X).Extl(Stt~Y;`~(~X) 

are isomorphisms. Since (0t
,Y}t>0 is a neighborhood system 

of y, we have 

           Exti(C21
,0; f,41- )1(t,(9X)y• 

for every y. It follows that i (f, (g-X)Xis locally 
                                                          a constant. Since Ext(~                       l(SZ10,t,-X) is finite dimensional, 

(Vt, lyy is finite dimensional. It completes the 

proof of Theorem (3.5). 

     Let Y be a complex submanifold of X of codimension 

d.eYIXis,bythe definition,a leftc-X-Module )f)-(&dY(6 ). 

Remark thatY(.(~-X) vanishes for anyk except d. 

X1X is nothing but 0.X. 

     Theorem (3.7) Let X = UXa be a regular stratification 

with respect to .a maximally overdetermined system O, and 

Y be a complex submanifold of X which is a union of strata. 

Then ' (~.) is finitistic on Yand locally 
XIX 

constant on each stratum. 

     This is a corollary of Theorem (3.5) and Proposition 

(2.6) because g4 (m, eyi X)is equal to 

X )4i+d (IR Atam~(9i"C,6- » 

     Theorem (3.8) Under the same assumption as above, 
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          AX(9Ir, e Y I x) I zz(z,Yn zz) 

for any  i and any submanifold Z transversal to every 

stratum,  where is the induced system of YR, onto Z. 

     This is a corollary of Theorem (3.7) and Proposition 

(2.7). 

     Lastly, we will remark the following propositions. 

6f   YIXis,by the definition, a maximally overdetermined 

g-X Module lim ax,TT (a / 14-k;(9-X) where r is the codimen- 

sion of Y and 2' is the defining ideal of Y. If Y is 

defined by x1= ... =xr=0 for a local coordinate, (~YX= 
gX/o8xl + ... + gXxr + ,8-XDr+l + ... + ogXDn. 

     Proposition (3.9) Let 9N, be a maximally overdetermined 

system whose support is contained in an submanifold Y and 

whose singular support is contained in P9X, then 97C.. is 

locally isomorphic to the direct sum of finite copies of 

Ylx, 
     Proof  

     We choose a local coordinate (x1,...,xn) such that 

Y = {(xl, ..., xn); x1= ... =xr=0}. 

     Let u be a non zero section of grc. Since (%u is a 

coherent sheaf whose support is contained in Y, there is k 

such that x1u = ... = xru = 0. Therefore, there is a non 
zero section u of fit such that x1u = ... = xru = 0. 

Since e9cX.j-(Lf,6 f )=0, if we prove the proposition            YIXY I X 
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for  09-u and Tithgu, then the proposition is true for 9X. 

Since fit is noetherian, it suffices to show it for tgu. 

Let o -u = c8-/ . 0' contains x1,...,xr. If0contains 

P(x",D) = a(x't,D")D'el (where x"=(xr+l, ..., xn) 

D'=(D1, ..., Dr), D" = (Dr+i, ..., Dn)) then contains 

all P
a(x",D") since [x. ,D.] = 1. It follows that 

c&u = (0i'/Z1X
1+ +(09-"/gy"), where~'=~',r     r0 

   = ,8Since the singular support of p.."/ g" is 
           Cn-r 
a void set, c"/ L~" is a finite sum of (, (See 

   UCr-r 
Kashiwara [2]). It follows the proposition.Q.E.D. 

    Corollary (3.10) If gvLo ( , &) = 0for every i, 
X then n = 0. 

    Because (08 YX, ax) = Cy where r is the 
codimension of Y. 

     This corollary means that the functor W IRJgi ( , (9-X) 

is a faithful functor. This will be investigated more 

precisely in the next paper.
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    §4 Several properties of cohomologies of holomorphic 

         solutions of maximally overdetermined systems 

     Let  R, be a maximally overdetermined system on a complex 

manifold X of dimension n. We fix a stratification X = 

UXa of X which is regular with respect to The 

support Supp 61 ( ,',c9-X) is a set of x where 

(97e(2-         , X)x / 0. Since C1(9 , 0'X)is locally 

constant on the strata, its support is a union of strata , 

which implies that the support is a locally closed analytic 

set (and its closure is also an analytic set). 

     Theorem (4.1) The support of R96eeft, 0'Xy, is a 

locally closed analytic set of codimension >i. 

     Corollary (4.2) If s is a section of (, X) , 

then the support of s is analytic set of codimension >1. 

Firstly we introduce the notation of the modified singular 

support SS (9) . SS (h) = T*X (1 SS ( / gCt),where 

t is a coordinate of E and we embed T*X into P*(Xx C) 

in the following way: (x,) (x,0; (,1)')). SS(t) is 

a closed analytic set in the cotangent bundle T*X. It is 

clear that SS(2) is a cone, that is, invariant by the 

multiplication of complex number. Note that the image of 

the map SS(0jt) -X } P*X coincides with SS(?). SS(1) = 

                           n 

   if and only ifZ=0andSS(t) is contained in the 

zero section if and only if t is locally isomorphic to 
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the finite number of direct sum of 6)--X.If = U9Xkis 

a good filtration of  9Z, then SS(0t) is the support of 

the coherent sheaf on T*X corresponding to the graded 

Module ®( k/9Xk -1). (See Kashiwara [2]). 

     Proposition (4.3) In a neighborhood of x in X, we 

have,r( , (9-0 = 0 for i > dim(() () TXX) for 

X any coherent t&X-Module n (not necessarily maximally over-

determined). TXX is a fiber on x. 

     Proof  

     Set d=dim(SS( ) n TXX). If d=-c, then this is clear. 

Suppose that d>1. Then there is a d-dimensional submanifold 

Y through x such that PYX/1SS() = 4) in a neighborhood 

.of x which means that Y is non characteristic with 

respect to 97,n. By Kashiwara [2], we have 

                                                                                                                                                                                   • (9X' (9-X) x ~ ( Y' 6"Y) x 
XY 

where OY is the induced system of Ot. Since the global 

dimension of"Yxis d = dim Y (See Kashiwara [2]), 

       q~p  .("Y6 Y)x = 0 for i>d. Since dim (SS(` ) (1 TXX) 

is upper semi-continuous, the proposition follows. Q.E.D. 

     Corollary (4.4)(9 , 0X) I X = 0 for i> codim X. 

a 

     This corollary immediately implies Theorem (4.1). Let 

Y be a submanifold of X of codimension c. By taking a 

refiniment of the regular stratification of Y, we may assume 
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that Y is a union of strata. By replacing  Ox with 

63 YIX' we obtain the same type of the preceding theorems. 

    Theorem (4.7) The support.. of t1(, 63Y (X)is a 

(locally closed) analytic subset of Y of codimension > 

(i-c) in Y. 

     Corollary (4.8) The support of a global section of 

C/Xtl/1 (/2t' Y iX) is an analytic subset of Y of codimension 

> (i-c) . 

     Since this theorem can be proved in the same way as 

before, we do not repeat it.
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 §5. Duality 

     Let 3'2 be a maximally overdetermined system on complex 

manifold X of dimension n and x0 be a point in X. 

Then there exists a free resolution 
                     PO(x,D) P1 (x,D) PN(x,D) 

(5.1) 0 <-7/z‹.--00r0<-----xriF--F--- ArN 0 
XXX 

in a neighborhood of x0 where P.i (x,D) is an (ri+1 X ri) 

matrix of differential operators. Then,tl(u7Z(9)is 
                                          PC)'x 0 

an i-th cohomology of 

          PN(x,D)PN(x,D) 

(5. 2) ®'r0>,r1/~.rN 
    X,x0X,x0V X,x0 

    Tore (E}IXare) is an i-th homology of                x0           }1X 

   (n)rrN      01 --- .....F- 
(5.3)kl{x

0}IX{x0}IX{x0}IX 

where Br_}IXis aleftk)-Module defined by 1~'n(a.,)0{x
0} and{xn}Xa right 09X Module defined by    oI 

           on®a
x1-{x} IX = /G{x0}}(~X) • 

Since (5X~xis an (DFS) topological vector space and           X,x0 
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69f)11(),I X is  a  (FS) 
   0 dual to  each  other. 

dimensional, 

 A) Tor'~({x)
0 }  I  X,) 

cup product

(5.4)  ~i

 topological vector space and they are 

 Since  the  cohomology of (5 .2) is finite 

 (N,  0-X)x
0 is a dual vector space of 

 This  duality is obtained by the canonical

 (Nr'  6-X)x  x  To P9 (A{x)} I X,) 
00

                 {x0}IXoOX,x0 

      *q
"xitn,Qp0(=1) Setting 72,,e _~(,o®p~nX, we call it the                    (TX) 

               ,~X 
adjoint system of gr./X is also a maximally overdetermined 

system and (77.r*)*                = , and 772°1—> m is a contravariant 

exact functor from the category of maximally overdetermined 

systems into itself. (See Kashiwara [2], Sato-Kawai-

Kashiwara [6]). Remark that the existence of such a functor 

immediately implies that a stalk of maximally overdetermined 

system is a o' -module of finite length. Note that 

(/X* = 6X and *}IX = 6{x }IX 

                                       0 

               n-i
I) , Since Tori (~{x)}X,)~Lx~(,{x}X 

  0Io 
we obtain the following 

    Proposition (5.1)~1( {x0}}ix) and 
~eti (n~X)x0are dual vector space of each other.
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     We will generalize this proposition. Let Y be a 

submanifold of X of codimension d, x be a point in Y. 

 YIXis by the definition the  left ~X-Module 

 Y(~X) and g31(,iXis the right9)X-Module gY(S2X) 
SinceTor° i~ (A',LiX) Cy for i = n-d and 0 for 
i n-d, there is a cup product 

(5.5)~„ ( , 0"X)x x Torn+i-d(l3'j ,h)x 

--~               Torn-d(cYIX'~X)xC. 

     Theorem (5.2) Let X = U Xabe a regular 

stratification with respect to ire . Let Xabe a 

stratum of codimension d and x be a point in Xa . 

Then, there is a canonical perfect pairing

(5.6)        c'") x  x &Edii( * X IX)x~c 

                                   a

that is, the two cohomologies are dual to each other.

      Proof. 

              d-i *=`~i'(,(n) •77z)     Sincet`ixt(YYLX
aI X)n-d+i Xa I X' 

the pairing (5.6) is induced from (5.5). Let Z be a 

d-dimensional submanifold transversal to Xa and through 

x. Then, by Theorem (3.8)
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 AX (n' 0X)x
1.

Z
(Z Z)x

i 

X

(5.1)

(9it*

Therefore

                   d-i 
'OeX

aIX)x=~(71~Z,OS ZI Z)x • 

the theorem is a corollary of Proposition 

q.e.d.
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